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Introduction
As part of the Mid-Term Review of the Natural Gas DSM Framework, the Board is undertaking a
limited review ofthe overall 2015-2020 DSM Framework in the context ofthe Cap &Trade(C&T)
program.
The Board has identified two specific issues that relate to the Board-approved ratepayer-funded
DSM plans and the C&T program nn which the Board seeks comnleilts from interested parties,
namely:
Consideration of the relationship between the current suite of DSM programs and actual
C&T activities of customers with their- own compliaizce obligations
2. Consideration of the attribution of costs and savings to ratepayer-funded DSM programs
where natural gas utilities offer carbon abatement programs in the market
BOMA believes that it is unfortunate that, to date, the Ontario government has treated natilral gas
DSM and the natural gas utilities' role in the Ontario C&T program as silos and so welcomes the
Board's invitation to respond to these two issues.
To enable a full understanding of our views on these two issues, BOMA has provided the following
context for our discussion. After stating our responses to the two issues, BOMA has suggested
how our responses could be implemented.
Context
Ontario's Climate Change Strategy highlights five areas of transfonnation:l
•

A prosperous low-carbon economy with world-leading innovation, science and technology

•

Government collaboration and leadership

•

A resource-effcient, high-productivity society

•

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions across sectors

•

Adapting and thriving in a changing climate

The Board's DSM Framework requires that ratepayer funded DSM programs should focus on the
following goals:2
•

Assist consumers in managing their energy bills through the reduction of natural gas
consumption. Customers who participate in the DSM programs should see a decrease in
their energy bills.
Promote energy conservation and energy efficiency to create a culture of conservation.
DSM programs should advance conservation and energy efficiency, beyond the program
participants, to the broader public in Ontario.
Avoid costs related to future Natural gas infrastructure inveshnent,including improving the
load factor of i7atural gas systems. Gas utilities are expected to consider DSM initiatives
in the context of infi•asti-ucture planning so that reducing demand for natural gas also helps

1 https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-change-strategy
z https://www.Board.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/Report_Demand_Side_Management_Framework_20141222.pdf
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avoid or defer future infrastructure costs. This is consistent with the government policy of
"Conservation First."
The objectives of natural gas DSM and Ontario's C&T plogranz (including the initiatives to be
financed by the Green Ontario Fund) are in total harmony. Both are designed to reduce the energy
intensity of the Ontario economy and reduce the carbon intensity of energy use by transforming
Ontario's energy system to a low carbon system.
The Board's DSM Framework has evolved to include program cost recovery, a lost revenue
adjustment lnechanisin aizd shareholder incentives —three key elements that have led to strong
utility commitment to DSM success. The C&T program includes only program cost recovery.
These differences are further complicated by different institutional and regulatory treatments of
electricity conservation and demand management(CDM). What is common between DSM ai d
CDM is that both use "input assumptions and engineering estimates" based processes for
evaluation, measurement, and verification of results of energy savings programs.
If the Board had not implemented DSM in 1993, it would have to be "invented "now as part of
Ontario's climate change strategy and the C&T program. Yet, to date, the frameworks are
essentially in silos. This has the potential for customer confusion, complicated and expensive
accounting and accountability processes for the utilities and customers as well as inconsistent
treatment in the evaluation, measurement, verification and cost effectiveness within each silo.
One solution to the two issues identified by the Board should begin by examining theirs as if DSM
was at "ground zero". Adding on new elements to the existing framework will only complicate
matters. Taking a ground zero approach within the context described here will simplify regulation,
and implementation and take advantage of relatively new government regulations such as O Reg.
397-11 and O Reg. 20-17 and their contribution to unproved energy data, providing the basis for
intensity based conservation programs.
Approaches have been developed for determining the reduction of energy intensity in buildings,
the most substantive being Ontario Regulation 397-11 requiring public agencies to report annually
to the Ministry of Energy(ENERGY)on their energy use and greenhouse gas(GHG) emissions
and publish the reports on their websites. These data have been publicly available for the past five
years but have not yet been used in the DSM Technical Resource Mc~nuczl or been accepted by
program evaluators in the evaluations managed by the utilities azld now Board Staff.
Ontario has also developed the soon to be implemented Ontario Regulation 20-17: Ontario's
Reporting ofE»ergy Consun~ptioiz and Water Use to expand the population of Ontario buildings
to report this type of data. BOMA was very active in this process and is anxious that its members
and all bltilding owners in Ontario are not burdened with competing processes for reporting energy
and carbon ii7tensity with those of DSM/CDM pro~~rains.
Ontario's traditional DSM/CDM evaluation approaches are based on California Standard Practice
first developed in the mid-1980s. The Staizdard Practice has not evolved to snake use of such
reporting, or even to make use of this valuable information as the basis for conservation potential
studies and the determination of t11e cost effectiveness of conservation programs and other carbon
reduction initiatives. It is sti11 unclear how the initiatives funded by the Green Ontario Fund wi11
be measured and verified, but BOMA suggests that a coinmoil intensity based approach will he
less expensive, more consistent, more dependable and more empowering for customers.
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In July, the Guideline,for Quc~iztification, Reporting and T/erification ofGreenhouse Gc~s E»Zissiojzs
Effective July 2017 was released3. This guideline is solidly based on measuring carbon intensity
reductions.
BOMA Toronto suggests that the Board could go a long way toward clarifying aizd hai-~nonizing
the fundamental measurement and evaluation of impacts of both DSM and C&T progl-ains by
finally changing the measurement and verification of DSM from an "input assumptions and
engineering estimates" of equipment efficiencies to an energy intensity, performance-based
approach based on the data resulting from the two related regulations. The Ontario goverilinent
could extend this approach to electrical CDM as well as the initiatives funded by the Green Ontario
Fund.
These changes would make the answers to the two issues identified by the Board much simpler,
easier to understand and based on common ground.
BOIVIA's Response to the Board's Issues
1. Relationship between the current suite of DSM programs and actual C&T activities of
customers with their own compliance obligations
BOMA understands this issue to address the relationship of DSM programs targeted to customers
who are also large final emitters(LFEs) who are required to report on their own performance.
The experience and value added of the utilities in working with their larger customers on DSM
projects should continue to be recognized by the DSM framework and be seen to be part of the
LFEs' broader compliance program. The customer service value of maintaining the current suite
ofDSM pro~ains will continue, and the gas system and the utility companies will continue to see
the integrated resource planning benefits of those conservation related activities.
Conservation is just one tool that LFEs can employ to meet their compliance obligations and it
also generates energy bill savings. However, LFEs may seek to meet their greenhouse gas emission
reductions through investments outside of Ontario which would lessen the impact of Ontario's
Climate Change Strategy with respect to two of its key objectives:
a prosperous low-carbon economy with world-leading imlovation, science and technology
and
a resource-efficient, high-productivity society.
Many LFEs already use energy intensity and carbon intensity ineasureinents in their coi-poi•ate
reporting.
BOMA suggests the following changes to the DSM Framework:
Reporting the contribution of utility programs iiz terms of the reduction in ca1-bon and
energy intensity u7easured at the meter should replace the current input assuinptioils
process of measurement and verification.

3 http://files.ontario.ca/guideline_for_quantification_reporting_and_verification_of_greenhouse_gas_emissionsJuly_2017.pdf
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• Tor the shareholder incentive deteriniization, anew set of scorecal-d metrics based on
helping to reduce carbon and energy intensity for LFEs would replace the current costly
and subjective approach to measurement and verification.
• The costs of LRAM and shareholder incentives could be funded from utility revenues from
those customer classes as is the current process.
• Program costs would be limited to the services of the utility energy consultants: expert
advice on conservation, information on new technologies, provision of energy use data
including sub-metering and facilitation of conservation projects.
• Incentives for new energy efficient equipment would no longer be paid for by the utility as
the economic and financial incentive for such iizveshneizts should be higher under the LFEs
C&T compliance obligations. This would have the added benefit of removing the
longstanding concern ofthe Industrial Gas Users Association with respect to intercompany
competition.
2. Attribution of costs and savings to ratepayer-funded DSM programs where natural gas
utilities offer carbon abatement programs in the market
BOMA understands this issue to address the customers on whose behalf the utilities are collecting
carbon fees and managing the C&T program.
BOMA believes that their members and all utility customers should not be paying twice for carbon
abatement programs. As natural gas DSM programs are also carbon abatement programs this is
the current situation -customers paying twice.
BOMA suggests the following changes to the DSM Framework:
• DSM programs for non LFEs should be paid for out of the customers' payments under the
cap and trade program.
• Lost revenue adjustments should continue and be paid for in the same way.
• Shareholder incentives should continue but based on new metrics related to reducing
carbon and energy intensity, and be paid from utility revenues from those customer classes.
• Programs for these customers could also include fuel switching programs, including
geothermal heat pilmps and solar thermal water heating on a subdivision scale oifinancing/rentals of individual heat pumps or solar thei-~nal water• heating for business and
homes.
BOMA would prefer that geothermal heat pumps on a subdivision scale be included ii1 the utilities'
rate bases. After all, the pipes associated with inovin~; natural gas have been iizcluded in rate base
forever. It would be an important signal to a new business model for the natural gas utilities if
their transportation of renewable energy such as geothermal and solar• thermal water heating was
treated the same.
Additional Information on Measuring Energy Intensity
The Toronto &Region Conservation Authority has been using energy intensity measurements for
its programs such as Sustainable Schools, Greening Health Care and the Mayors' Megawatt
Challenge for almost a decade. CivicAction's Race to Reduce followed the same approach. Each
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of these programs has achieved world-class results for their respective sectors in terms of
empowering substantial, real savings measured at the meter. Measurement includes both energy
intensity reductions and utility cost savings as well as the impact on greenhouse gas emissions.
The description of the process and application of energy intensity measurement is described
below.4
2017 Top ~ne~^gy Perfoi^f~2ing School I3ourds Report
Tojronto &Region Consei~vc~zioiz is pleased to announce the top twenty most
energy efficier2t school bocz~~c~`s i1z Ont~ar•io, based on reported data _fo~~ the
Septei~~~ber 2014 —August 201S school yec~N.
The ~^epos^t uses ai2c~lysis of ener-g~> use card builclis~g information for OY~tario's
5,000 sel~ools can.cl bocar~d cad~nin~istNation buildings, czs publicly ~epo~tecl by the
72school bo~ii^cls. Energy targets a~~e setfoi~ every building- based on top quartile
(
good practice) stanclai°cls, noNn~alized ,for bti~ilding type and area, weather
differ^ences c~n.d i~~c~izy site-specific vc~ric~bles. The energy savings potent~iczl is
cleteri~~inec~.fo~° each building cis the cliffe~°once between actual erze~gy use and
the target, and the ei~~ergy effzciei~cy of~tl~e school I~oaNcl is deter°mined by ~~ollirzg
up r^exults,for cell tlier'r~ b~c~ilclings. For the white paper ortitlining the n~ethoc~ology,
visit www.sustai~~c~bleschools.ca.
The Top 7'wer~ty School Boards: The savings pote~ztial across czll boards ranges
.frond c~ little over 10%,foN Zhe ntiost efficient to ~noNe than 40%. The top twenty
boards with the least savings potential are recognized below, along with their
~anl~ings in. the 2016 repot^t, cznd their r~emainingpotentic~l,for energy, utility cost
c~nd gi~ee~zhotiase gas emissions savings.
The total ene~~gy savings potential across all boards is 29.8%, worth over $70
r~2illio~~. ar~nuczlly at 2015 utility ~^ates, accoz~nting for 294,000 tonnes of
avoidable greef~lzouse gczs enzissio~~s. Natural gczs hczs cz bigger percentage
sczvin~~s potential t7znn c~lectrici~y, cznd offer°s the larger shcz~e of emissions
~~ecluctions.
L'vei.y school boca~rd, even the toppc~foYme~~s, has i~~.divzdu~al buildings with high
savings potential which care iclefatified through this analysis. The best wczv to
acl2ie~ve the gi•ec~test energy, economic czi~d enviroi~~~aei~tal ~^eturi2s is to focus
~~esources o~~ these highj~otential buildings. Acf~oss cell ofOntario's boards, 41
of U~sildii~~s (1,9b'7 pfcrcilities) have annual utility cost savings potential of
. 10,000 or !Wore, c~i~cl ciccoirntfor 83% oftotal utility cost savings cznd 72% of
greerzlaoirse gcis ci~zissio~zs reductions.
A major benefit of shifting to measurement and verification of energy savings based oil metered
data rather- than assumptions and calculations~is that it enables whole sector reporting, rather than
just the buildings which made use of utility company DSM programs. It is likely that most
buildings which received incentive payments under DSM programs achieved savings (the amount
of which call now be readily verified through the Green Energy Act data). However, other

4 http://sustainableschools.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/2017-SUS-Top-Energy-Performing-Boards-report1.pdf
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buildings had increases for operational and maintenance reasons, resulting (for example) in a net
increase iiz weathez--normalized gas consumption and emissions for the schools' sector in 2014-15
compared against 2013-14 (as reported in the 2017 Sustainable Schools report). Such absolute,
whole sector reporting of natural gas use and emissions is essential for verifying compliance with
Ontario's greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets.
Intensity-based Performance Metrics for Shareholders' Incentives
Currently, shareholder incentives are based on scorecards which are a mixture ofestimated savings
(in3), participation targets and activity based counts. Changing to intensity-based performance
metrics can readily be implemented by embracing performance based conservation in which the
results are measured by metered data, not estimates and assumptions.
Metrics could be developed that rewardutilities for helping the lowest quartile of customers(with
the greatest savings poteiztial) achieve energy intensity equal to or better than the top quartile of
customers, or to help any customers below the median achieve a given percentage ofimprovement.
In any event, the utilities should be targeting the most energy intensive buildings first.
The evidence cited below illustrates the distribution of a typical cohort of customers in the
coininercial sector in terms of energy intensity.
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In 2013, Enviromnental Defense submitted evidence to proceeding EB-2012-0451
Gas Distribution Inc.("Enbridge") which suggested how this can be done.s

Enbridge

Performance Based Conscivation
Perfoi~manc~e based eonservc~tion begins with ideiztifyi~~tg high eiies~gy intensity
buildiizgs t~larouglz beizell»~~c~v~l~i~~~g, c~~zd then wog°7~s systeinaticc~lly towards
zdenti~yino ar~cl fixit~~ the inefficieizcies c~zz~sing tl2e hig7~ use in ~c~cli indivicluc~l

S EB-2012-0451, EB-2012-0433, EB-2013-0074, Filed: 2013-06-28, Exhibit L.EGD.ED.1
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buildinb. The nc~tui~e ofthe i~~~e~ciencies runs the r^a~~ge oferrors zn desig~~ anc~
const~^atiction, t1zNo~tagh equipme~~t dete~~ioratio~z ovef~ time, to changes in i-use and
operc~tiofz of the builc.~'iizg, af~c~ poor perfo~~~ance of eont~~ols czncl automation
systems. It is the co~npounc~ effect ofthese problems that leads to gas z,~se levels
i~~ some buildings which are 3 to S tit~aes (ei~zphczsis aclded) what is needed card
already achieved ~y co~~zpca~~able, ~noNe efficient buildings.
Fixing these proble»~s i~egzsi~~~~s a systematic f~zethodology. 712e work involved in
equipment repairs a~zd ~°eplace~nenl,~, right-sizing and rebala~zcing,
refu~^bislzfnefzt a7~d ~~e-~~s~ogrca»2nzing, typically provides relatively short payback
peg°iods.
Performance-based conservation begins with identification of buildings with the ~~t~eatest
potential for savings. Enerlife piloted this approach in 2012 on behalf of Enbridge,
through a workshop provided to Race to Reduce participants that addressed 31
commercial office buildings with a total area of over 14 million square feet.
Benchmarkiilg ar~d target-setting identified the range of gas savings potential shown iii
the chart below. The analysis for eac11 building was provided to the participant in a
staizdardized energy assessment report. A facilitated workshop then provided training in
which specific measures were indicated to achieve the targeted savings in each building,
enabling each participant to p~~oduce thezt own custo~~~ized gas conse~°vatio~z action plan,
and enabling Enbyidge F_raergy Solutions Consultants to follow up with technical ccncl
incentive sz~ppo~^Z to c~elive~° the savings.

Race to Reduce -Gas Canservatiar~ Action Pfan Workshop Results
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This illustrates the im~ortal2ce of~ic~entifying buildi~~gs iii. each sector' with the
greatest potel~ticzl gas sclvings. In contrast to the pr~e~stiise of cu~f~ent DSM
prog~~ains, with performance-Uc~sec~ con~se~~vatioi~ all buildings ca~~e NUT equal.
Sor~ze have consicle~~cable gas i~edi,~etiorr. potential while others l~czve little or• r~.or~~e.
Applying this pe~.~or~ncrnce-based approc~cl~ across each buildi~~g secto~~ will
enable Enbr•ic~gc to_focT~rs its effo~~ts on ci~astor~2ers a»~d Ut~ilclin~gs with the g~~ecztest
DSM potential, a»c~ help tlae~n~ identify the specific cactio~~s and rnecasures which
will achie>>e the greatest scn~i~~gs results.
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IftJ~is czppr~oc~ch wars clppliecl to the GTA project it?fluence ar~e~a, usingL'nbrid~e's
derived 2012 Custo~~~~er Counts cancl th.e P~iformcance-based »zodel_forecast of
savings, 70,041 custo»zei~s (incicidiizg 40,334 residential) would provide 48% of
savings.
Iclentifyii~g anal addressing inefficiencies i~egv~ires a savings focused a~p~^oczch
to DSM. TNcziized people with shill sets ofenergy analysts, co~n~nissionifag agel~ts
a~~cl energy efficiency en~ginees~s,focused on getti~~g to energy savings czs quiclzly
as possible, clre iaeeclecl to work with building operations staff to deliver the
savings in. every high potential bz~ilding, t7~ereby contNibuting to the g~~eatest
~xt~ent possible to meeting Ontario's efnissions Neduction. tczr~ets. Such
ouZco»~aes-based st~rc~tegies c~ncl i~~centives prioritize scheduling optir~~ization,
~nainteftiance and co~zt~°ol ir~~pt~oven2ents c~nd other savings oppoNtunities that rise
lower cost technology to achieve tl~e biggest saving, cc~n be iinpler~zented quickly
anc~ have the best economic ~~eturns on ii~.vesti~~ent.

is~nr~,~Y~~ ~cc~,n,i,nny.Jisxx~i~ana_r~s-zni~-niz~eia-zni~-uizs_or_ia-Mee-r~r~o„~~~~,~~~~~~ison~n c~,~~,~,~~~~i._zoi~nsz2a~,~.~
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